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1 - Lives We Lead

Should the life of those who follow it be so sweet?

Can they that understand only themselves know others?

Will a fool sacrifice for the cause of the wise?

A life will only end in the days of its fulfillment.

One must empathize with all life, as we are of one mechanism.

The fool will intentionally enslave himself to the wise one.

Grace, freedom, peace…things that no one can attain: only be given.

People will always take gifts for granted, as they invested no work in them.

A person born under a roof of riches will never question their wealth.

For only absence can make someone realize what they have taken for granted.

Take a man's wealth away and he will realize his worth.

Take a man's freedom away and he will realize his weakness.

Remove the Grace from the life of a man, and he will truly realize his pride.

Should we not live for ourselves? Rather live for those who love us, and whom we love.

Love one another, He once said…isn't it humbling to realize that you weren't created for yourself?

To know that your whole purpose is for other around you…is it not simply exhausting to comprehend?



Man becomes so entranced and conceited within himself.

He will blind himself to all others.

Our defeat lies in our inability to comprehend our own purpose…or rather deny it.

Tell those around you that you love them.

If you were alone, cold and unimportant to everyone in the world…what worth would a warm embrace
then have for you? Life lies in love, and love in life. For one cannot exist without the other.

Give thanks for your love, for the love of others.

There is no greater gift than the unconditional love of another person.

A heart that can look upon a person, not seeing their inequity or sin…just the true beautiful person
underneath; Is there no greater gift?

Kiss those whom despise you. Embrace those whom you detest.

Only by healing hatred can the world be at peace.

Only by uniting the hearts can there be freedom.

Grace is provided by love, and love alone.

Fight! Not for your own life, but to live for what you believe in.

Glory, Greatness and Honor come only to those that can humble themselves…

Those whom can push hatred away and embrace the love for another.

From love is born selflessness, and from selflessness is born humility.

From humility is given wisdom, and wisdom is given unto grace.



With grace comes peace, only to those who will accept love.

For all humanity is apart of the same mechanism.

Should one piece attempt to work against it…

The whole mechanism will discontinue functioning properly.

To work against your fellow man means that you will ultimately bring destruction on yourself.

To reject truth will make you blind.

To reject instruction will make you arrogant.

To reject grace will bring you death.

What shall you achieve with your life then, my young ones?

-Your Guardian and Retainer
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